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In recent years, prominent feminist scholars in the U.S. have shown an 
interest in looking back at the development of feminist theory and criticism of the 
1970*8 and eighties. Jane Gallop in her book, Around 1981: Academic Feminist 
Literary Theory, and Nancy K. Miller in Getting Personal: Feminist Occasions 
and Other Autobiographical Acts provide two notable examples.1 As Gallop's 
study shows, this phenomenon is in part a product of the institutionalization of 
feminist studies in academia. Critics have felt the need to examine their bases, 
to work through the tensions between the extra- or anti-institutional orientation 
of the field—the philosophy present at its origins—and its increasingly more 
accepted and solid presence in the university system. The contemporary interest 
in historical exploration may also be part of a search for the (perhaps mythical) 
unity of those earlier years, a response to the more recent emphasis in feminist 
theory and criticism upon differences within the community of women. In 
addition, the growing influence of materialist approaches in feminist studies has 
meant a greater attention to the historical moment in which the critic and the text 
are located—including the history which has produced the feminist critical scene 
of the present. Interest in examining the past indicates a concern with the future 
directions of feminist studies, as well—the past seen as an indicator of or 
influence upon what is to come, a background against which to imagine the 
future. 
As part of this looking back it may be helpful to turn to theater, a medium 
that itself takes place in time—in history. Theater is about transformation in the 
course of time, the unfolding of the theatrical production intrinsically bound up 
with consecutive movement and metamorphosis. Through theater, then, I propose 
to examine a key moment in the recent history of feminist studies, one that 
foreshadowed and prepared the way for other debates within the field. From the 
late 1970's into the mid eighties, much feminist critical discussion in the U.S. 
revolved around the question of French and Anglo-American approaches to the 
reading of texts—discussion that confirmed the division between the two 
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perspectives.2 As the eighties progressed, there was some easing of the tension, 
a questioning of the binary nature of that separation in itself, including a certain 
interest in establishing a dialogue between the two approaches. I will explore the 
elements of that division and its implications for the feminist theory and criticism 
that followed, through a French play contemporary with that critical period: 
Louise/Emma, by Anne Roche and Françoise Chatôt.3 Louise/Emma is 
appropriate to this discussion in part because it depicts an encounter between two 
women of the countries concerned: the 19th-century French revolutionary Louise 
Michel and the later American anarchist, Emma Goldman. And, more 
importantly, aspects of both its written and performance texts link the play to 
each theoretical perspective; in a sense, Louise/Emma "stages" the two views and 
the developing play between them. 
As a prelude to my reading of the play, I will present two articles which 
reveal aspects of the Franco-American difference: "The Laugh of the Medusa," 
by Hélène Cixous, and Josephine Donovan's "Toward a Women's Poetics."4 In 
so doing, I do not mean to reduce the thinking of numerous feminist scholars to 
two essays by two critics. Rather, I have chosen these pieces as focal points for 
discussing general tendencies within the field, as pertains to debate in the U.S. 
during and since the 1980's. 
Cixous's essay, which presents and works to embody her notion of "écriture 
féminine," was published in French in 1975 and in its English translation the 
following year; by the late seventies it had arrived on the American university 
scene. With its inclusion in Elaine Marks's and Isabelle de Courtivron's 
influential 1980 volume, New French Feminisms, the article became a (perhaps 
the) definitive representative of French feminist theory in both French and 
English departments. The writings of Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva, the two 
other French feminist scholars most often read by American academics, were 
discussed in the earlier eighties mainly insofar as they treated the concept of the 
"feminine." (It is important to point out that, as much as the three thinkers were 
presented as a kind of united triumvirate, their ideas on the "feminine" and 
certainly other subjects diverged from one another in a number of respects). 
All three critics, developing their thought in the context of deconstruction 
and psychoanalysis, examined woman in relation to linguistic and other symbolic 
processes—woman as the repressed, as well as the oppressed element in these 
structures. Unlike work from the American feminist critical tradition, much of 
this writing has not consisted of literary criticism per se, but of theoretical work 
spanning linguistics, philosophy and psychoanalysis. It was the grounding of 
these scholars' thought in existing disciplines—areas dominated by male theorists 
such as Derrida and Lacan—that constituted one of the most important and most 
divisive differences between French and American feminist thinkers in the 
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eighties. When French feminists (notably Cixous and Kristeva) wrote about 
literature, they concerned themselves not strictly with writing by women, as did 
many Americans, but rather with avant-garde texts by authors of either sex which 
displayed the characteristics that these critics associated with the "feminine." 
Seeing women as relegated traditionally to the position of alterity and absence, 
the unconscious and the body, in relation to the male position of presence and 
cognition, they identified syntactic or semantic silences, dislocations or profusions 
in texts as manifestations of the "feminine." 
According to Cixous, women's freedom from the system that has created the 
oppressive dualities of passive/active, body/mind, female/male, would involve the 
act of writing itself, writing that would realize the forces of the unconscious and 
break through repressive hierarchical discourse. In "The Laugh of the Medusa," 
itself a step toward this type of writing, Cixous transformed the frightening and 
finally silenced creature of ancient legend into a "beautiful, [. . .] laughing" 
Medusa, a metaphor for the "New Woman" and the action that could liberate her. 
The Medusa is also a figure through which one may read Cixous's presentation 
of "écriture féminine." The writhing tendrils of the Medusa's hair correspond to 
the disruptive strength and abundance of the writing that Cixous described. The 
combination of male and female manifested in the Medusa—the female being 
whose head is adorned by phallic forms—demonstrate the author's 
characterization of the "feminine" and feminine writing as "bisexual," as 
accepting of the "other." Finally, another medusa, the sea creature, may be 
viewed as an embodiment of the "feminine" that Cixous presented in her essay. 
The medusa's connection to both the sea ("la mer") and, through its uterine 
properties, to the mother's body ("la mère") makes it an appropriate 
representation of the maternal, nourishing aspects of the feminine and of "écriture 
féminine." 
Beginning in the seventies, femininst criticism of American origins followed 
a different path. It was mainly concerned with describing a female esthetic in 
writings by women, an esthetic deriving from the authors'—and readers'— 
experience as women. Scholars such as Elaine Showalter, Sandra Gilbert and 
Susan Gubar, Annette Kolodny and Josephine Donovan identified a female 
culture common to various societies, past and present. This culture was a 
marginalized one; but, according to American feminist critics (especially Gilbert 
and Gubar and the many scholars following in their footsteps), it had continually 
told its story of oppression and anger through subversive literary 
strategies—strategies that feminist critics then located and deciphered. The work 
of these critics included the discovery and celebration of women authors whose 
stories (textual and personal) had formerly been excluded from the masculine-
defined literary canon. 
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In Josephine Donovan's article, "Toward a Women's Poetics," which first 
appeared in 1984,5 the author described in some detail a critical framework for 
reading texts by women, one grounded in an understanding of "women's ways 
of seeing," of "women's experience and practice."6 She presented basic 
conditions that have molded women's view of the world. Donovan first named 
women's position as an oppressed group, one that has internalized its "otherness" 
and thus been unable to speak itself in a reality constructed by males. She also 
described the role of women as nurturers, with a respect for life, for that which 
is different from self. Then the critic discussed women's traditionally domestic 
existence, with its repetitive, cyclic rhythm and the importance that it accords to 
the "daily world of concrete realities."7 Finally, Donovan presented women as 
sharing certain physical and psychological experiences. In this context, she cited 
Nancy Chodorov's view of the girl's psychological development and Carol 
Gilligan's explanation of a female mode of reasoning: contextual and narrative, 
rather than the formal, abstract reasoning that she associates with men. Donovan 
suggested that the structure and content of writing by women be viewed in light 
of these conditions. As a consequence of her hypothesis, she proposed changes 
in literary critical methodology—most importantly, the elimination of the idea of 
aesthetic distance. She criticized the separation of the analyst from the object of 
the analysis, of literature from its context. 
Alongside the strain of cultural feminist thought that Donovan exemplified 
(an approach characteristic of the late seventies and early eighties) was a 
growing, more materialist and eventually more prevalent perspective: the call for 
the recognition of difference among and within individual women.8 Teresa 
deLauretis, for example, in her introduction to Feminist Studies/Critical Studies, 
stated that "an all-purpose feminist frame of reference does not exist, nor should 
it ever come prepackaged and ready-made."9 She had seen a development in 
criticism "from the earlier view of woman defined purely by sexual difference 
(i.e., in relation to man) to the more difficult and complex notion that the female 
subject is a site of differences; differences that are not only sexual or only racial, 
economic, or (sub)cultural, but all of these together, and often at odds with one 
another." 10 To cite a historian as well (for, as the eighties progressed, there was 
more and more overlapping of feminist scholarship from various disciplines), 
Denise Riley also challenged the monolithic nature of the terms "woman" and 
"women." In her book, "Am I That Name?": Feminism and the Category of 
"Women", Riley skillfully showed how the definition of "women" has changed 
in post-Renaissance European history in relation to the development of other 
concepts, such as "Nature, Class, Reason, [and] Humanity."11 In spite of these 
differences between the cultural feminist and more materialist points of view, 
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both may be contrasted with the French concepts of the "feminine" in their 
emphasis on experience as a determinant of gender and of women's inequality. 
This difference stated, there were, however, certain critics from each country 
who found themselves in various ways in the other "camp" or on the borders 
between the two. For example, in France, writer Monique Wittig challenged the 
psychoanalytic view of women and culture with a more materialist one.12 In the 
United States, thinkers such as Alice Jardine and Jane Gallop were writing on 
language, literature and sexuality in dialogue with the work of French theorists.13 
Terms more appropriate than "American" and "French" may be "social" and 
"symbolic" (woman as the "difference" grounding the symbolic structure), as 
suggested by Leslie Rabine.14 Even within these categories unrestricted by 
national border there were, of course, variations. Nancy K. Miller, for example, 
showed the influence of continental theory in her largely social analysis.15 For 
the most part, however, the relationship between French and American feminist 
thought was not an easy one. Articles in Elaine S ho waiter's collection, The New 
Feminist Criticism: Women, Literature and Theory, published in 1985, showed 
the long-standing American disapproval of symbolic feminists' reliance upon the 
theories of men (because such theories are based upon male experience). On this 
point, for example, Showalter wrote deprecatingly of French feminists' debt to 
the "white fathers," Lacan and Macherey.16 An equally frequent criticism coming 
from many American feminists was—and still is—the charge of essentialism (a 
judgement shared by Wittig): the idea that the "feminine," in connecting woman 
with the body and the unconscious, plays dangerously into the "myth of woman" 
that has oppressed women throughout history. In a related vein, many critics 
disapproved of French scholars' paucity of reference to lived reality—to everyday 
experiences that produce and perpetuate sexism. 
Many theorists of the symbolic tendency, on the other hand, dissociated 
themselves from what they saw as American feminist criticism's too superficial 
social view of feminine being and of the relationship between women and 
writing. Gallop, for instance, referred to American feminist criticism as "a naïve 
reduction of literature to an image of the real world."17 Toril Moi, who positioned 
herself at a distance from both traditions, criticized American feminism's 
acceptance of "patriarchal aesthetics"18: its accentuation of masculine values of 
"integrity, totality"19 in its effort to construct a complete women's history and 
identity, its postulation of a unified, unquestionable author, and in the oneness 
that it often established between author and character. This tendency may be 
seen in Donovan's article, for example, in her call for an end to the concept of 
aesthetic distance. Her appeal to a "personal" viewpoint telescopes reader and 
character, author and character, suggesting the totalizing approach that Moi 
described. 
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In some ways, however, the two perspectives may be seen as 
complementary ones. Though this interrelatedness was not perceived by most 
scholars in the first half of the eighties, it laid the groundwork for certain critical 
intersections to come.20 For example, one may see Donovan's emphasis upon 
women's everyday experience as offsetting the less concrete character of French 
theory. The social view, more directly than the symbolic one, potentially permits 
a consideration of the influence of specific historical moments upon women. 
Through its insistence upon the importance of "lived reality," it also more easily 
suggests a recognition of the diversity of race, class, and sexual orientation 
among women. Similarly, Cixous's investigation of woman as a symbolic, not 
only literal element of culture—the author's connection of woman with basic 
processes of representation—expands Donovan's more practical view when read 
in conjunction with it. The poetic vision that Cixous offered, the image of a 
laughing woman freed from the bonds of hierarchical discourse, was an inspiring 
one—one which served just that polemic purpose when it appeared in 1975, part 
of the newly-born feminist movement in France. 
In the context of this complementary relationship, the discussion of theater 
seems especially appropriate. It is a genre and practice which may permit the 
meeting and working through of differing critical approaches. For theater is 
inherently a contestatory scene, a site of conflicting views set in relation to one 
another (as shown in the dramatic theories of Artaud and Brecht who, each in his 
own way, exploited the capacity of the theatrical experience to expose and obtain 
energy from difference). In addition, theater itself displays both "social" and 
"symbolic" characteristics. First of all, one may consider dramatic creation in 
relation to the social, to American feminist critical tendencies of the late seventies 
and eighties. The live bodies on stage suggest the realm of lived experience.21 
And the temporal unfolding of the theatrical production introduces the dimension 
of history: it suggests process—the process by which women's identities have 
been and are constructed, and by which they might be transformed. Theater's 
dependence upon place as well as time (since the production of a play happens 
in a particular location) mirrors the importance of context— including physical, 
intellectual, emotional, economic, and social factors—in the forming of identity. 
Theater may also be seen as inherently "feminine" in the French sense. The 
scenic space is an open, accepting one. It is constantly accessible to the "other," 
to the unknown: because it is taking place in front of an audience, in the 
spectators' "real time," the next moment is never totally predictable. Through the 
rehearsals that precede the performance, too, the play constantly incorporates the 
"other," the different: new performance elements and, in certain cases, new 
written text. In addition, theater is the space of the body and of the physical in 
general, of movement, sound and color. It is active and profiise, a place of 
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coming together and transformation, where written text and performance text, 
reality and fiction, actor and role, actors and spectators meet. (In light of this 
connection between theater and symbolic criticism, it is interesting that Cixous, 
whom I chose as representative of certain aspects of the French feminist view, 
spent the eighties writing in large part for the theater. At the same time, her 
activity may be linked with the social view: she increasingly turned to writing 
plays based upon historical periods and figures.22) 
The play Louise/Emma, in particular, suggests both French and American 
approaches; in a number of ways, it stages their intersection, functioning as both 
a source and representation of those theoretical ideas. The play, produced in 
1983 at the Théâtre de Recherche de Marseille, was the fruit of a collaboration 
between writer Anne Roche and actress Françoise Chatôt. Chatôt, fascinated by 
the lives of the two anarchists23 and struck by the contemporary resonances of 
their thought and actions, suggested as a starting point for the script an actual 
meeting that took place between Michel and Goldman in London in 1895. As its 
creators wished, Louise/Emma is not a realistic recreation of that historical 
moment, but rather a theatrical presentation of aspects of the women's lives and 
philosophies. 
The encounter between the two characters is set in the lobby of a railway 
station, where they act out and narrate their experiences.24 Through both words 
and movements, they debate their points of view on a variety of questions, 
including love and personal relationships, contraception and sex education, and 
the role of violence in revolutionary activity. Throughout the play, the authors 
stress the strong and often difficult link between the personal and the political in 
the lives of the two characters. This connection is made in part by the constant 
movement of the action back and forth from personal space (their parental homes, 
for example) to public areas (a courtroom, prison, a meeting hall). The variation 
in setting, accomplished with few props and no set changes, also includes jumps 
from country to country—to Russia and England as well as France and the 
U.S.—and some movement backward and forward in time. The temporal 
displacements are always followed by the return to "historical time": Goldman 
and Michel, the historical figures, in the railroad station, commenting upon their 
lives after the fact. The successive moments in the play are scenically linked and 
given a social context by the presence and actions of various "gens du peuple," 
government officials, and friends and relatives—fifteen parts played by three 
actors (one woman and two men). The characters include a news boy who 
weaves in and out of the action on roller skates or a supermarket cart; he 
functions as a chorus, offering commentary or historical information and often 
breaking the rhythm or tone of the stage action. 
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In the course of play, Louise and Emma display their sheer energy and 
persistence; they also show their solidarity, in spite of—and, importantly, through 
the discussion of—the differences in experience and philosophy between them. 
Their tenacity and mutual respect appear already at the beginning of the play and 
intensify throughout the piece. In the first scene, an aging and tired Louise has 
her spirits lifted by the arrival of the energetic young Emma; at the end of the 
scene, Emma places her head in Louise's lap and begins to tell her story. The 
two characters disagree on political and personal issues in the course of the play, 
but they always end up coming together, in part because oppositional forces have 
mounted the same type of attack against them. At the end of the piece, the two 
return to their original postion on stage, Louise cradling Emma's head on her 
knees. At that point, Emma's death is reported by the news boy and, according 
to the stage directions, Louise becomes "younger and more serene"; she has again 
been invigorated, this time through the life stories—both Emma's and her 
own—that the two have just finished reenacting. The main characters move once 
more into "historical time," becoming personages whose experiences and ideas 
have survived their lifetimes and have now been re-presented in the play, 
Louise/Emma, 
As the preceding description may suggest, various aspects of the piece can 
be viewed in relation to American feminist approaches. The presentation of 
Louise Michel and Emma Goldman as anarchist and feminist heroines brings to 
mind the social feminist practice of retrieving and revision-ing female historical 
figures. The preface and afterword of the published work accentuate this aspect 
of the authors' project: Chatôt begins by explaining her interest in presenting 
Goldman, largely unknown in France, to the French audience, and in examining 
the overly-commented Michel from a more current perspective; and the play is 
followed by an essay on the two anarchists by Daniel Armogathe, a noted French 
scholar in women's history. Louise/Emma also shows women's "lived reality": 
the authors make an obvious connection between the two characters' status as 
women and the questions that they discuss, as well as the various experiences of 
oppression, desire and triumph that they present. The sixth scene, for example, 
shows Emma, a supporter of women's sexual freedom, to be a victim of the 
double standard in this area, as she—unlike the men in her group—is condemned 
for her liberal mores. Later, she and Louise discuss aspects of society that have 
preventing women from seeing, speaking, and emerging from their strictures: 
marriage, in which, as Louise states, women exist as mere ornaments or dolls, 
and the accompanying fact that few viable economic and social alternatives to 
marriage exist for women; the public's insufficient knowledge of sex and 
contraception (several speeches in the play describe Emma's educational efforts 
regarding contraception and abortion); and the reality that the burden of child 
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rearing falls upon the woman—though both express some sadness at their 
decisions to forego motherhood. As the presentation of Louise's and Emma's 
lives and opinions makes clear, it is in fact the characters' (and historical 
figures') position outside the sphere of "typical women" of their classes and times 
that permits them to question ideas of what it is "natural" for women to be and 
do. 
In the play, social reality (that of men as well as women, though the 
preponderance of female characters highlights women's lives) intervenes formally, 
also, through the regular disruption of theatrical illusion. For example, the roller-
skating news boy is an anachronistic presence who breaks dramatic tension as 
well as temporal realism with his unexpected entries on stage. Also, as 
mentioned earlier, the main characters move constantly in time and place—from 
the moment of their encounter in the railway station in 1895, to other moments 
of their lives in other settings, to a position outside of the time periods and 
locations represented on stage, as is the case at the end of the play. This 
dislocation of stage time—the time of illusion—permits the entry of "real time": 
that of the spectators, of the social. 
The transformation of the stage into new places and moments through light, 
sound and verbal cues is accompanied by other disruptive elements: the open 
taking on of new roles by the three actors playing multiple parts—thus 
highlighting their existence as actors25—and the combining of poetic with 
discursive language in the script. The mixing of different levels of discourse is 
evident in the fourteenth scene, for example, in which a conversation between 
Emma and a Russian hospital official, in logical, everyday language, is followed 
by an image-filled, rythmed monologue: Emma's reflections upon the ironies of 
her and her two countries' situations. It is 1919 and Emma, having just been 
exiled for subversive activity from the U.S.—the "land of free," to which her 
family had emigrated some years earlier—hopes to find true freedom in the new, 
post-revolution Russia. In the course of her conversation with the hospital 
official, to whom she offers her help in training nurses, she discovers repressive 
and hypocritical aspects of the Bolshevik state. Her help is ultimately rejected 
by the hospital (because she identifies herself as an anarchist rather than a 
communist) and she is assigned instead to record the history of the revolution 
throughout the provinces—the revolution whose results she now finds so cruel 
and disappointing. Emma's monologue brings together the inner contradictions 
of her two countries ("la libre Amérique / l'Amérique tsariste"; and "la Russie 
illisible, indéchiffrable / . . . / est-ce une naissance / est-ce une agonie / le sang 
est le même" ["free America / tsarist America"; and "illegible, undecipherable 
Russia / . . . / is it a birth / is it a death / the blood is the same"]). The speech 
also shows Emma's perception of herself as an ineffectual bystander, part of the 
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past rather than the present and the future: "Et moi / chiffonnière du passé / je 
crochète dans les poubelles de Fhistoire" ["And I / rag-picker of the past / pull 
out tatters from the trash cans of history"].26 
Such disruptions of theatrical illusion in the script create a certain Brechtian 
distancing; they make the audience aware of the theatrical frame and leave a 
space during which the spectators may reflect upon the situation before them. 
The entering of the audience members' collective and individual realities at these 
points is a process suggestive of the social tendency in feminist criticism. 
At the same time, certain of these elements of the play bring to mind the 
"feminine" space that symbolic approaches describe. The formal intervention of 
social reality in the text—the breaking of theatrical illusion—may in fact be 
considered an aspect of the play's symbolic level; for it is part of the acceptance 
of the "other" that French theories include. In addition to mixing reality with 
illusion and poetry with logical language,27 the text shows its abundance in its 
combining of excerpts from historical documents with invented dialogue, and live 
voices and sounds with recorded ones. Also, narration occurs in conjunction with 
complementary but not always directly illustrative scenes that are played silently 
by other characters. In Scene 7, as Louise and Emma discuss (and disagree 
upon) the question of sexual fidelity and its connection with their revolutionary 
action, short mimed scenes of everyday activity—a man shining shoes, a beggar 
going through trash, a person distributing political tracts—take place behind them. 
In the next scene, as Louise talks about the lack of opportunities for most women 
outside of marriage (to be manual workers, maids or prostitutes), Emma moves 
upstage and begins a joyous, sensual dance. This dance may suggest the 
importance of sexual freedom, the topic that she has just been debating with the 
more traditional Louise, or be a visualisation of the prostitutes being mentioned 
at the moment, or perhaps serve to indicate the liberty that women might attain 
within a different societal organization. The linking of dialogue with separate, 
contrapuntal movement in these scenes, an aspect of the "feminine" diversity in 
Louise/Emma, also serves to reinforce the link between the personal and the 
political that the play emphasizes. 
In the printed script, the stage directions and the dialogue take on equal 
importance, rather than the directions being presented as subordinate to the 
spoken lines: they appear simultaneously on the two sides of the page. Body and 
physical theatrical means in general thus are given a significant place in 
Louise/Emma. Indeed, movement, lighting and music are intrinsic to the 
sometimes abrupt changes in scene and tone that characterize the play. The 
importance of the production's music, in particular, is indicated by the inclusion 
of composer David Rueff s commentary in the preface to the play. He explains 
his composition process: to be inspired but not limited by the dialogue and stage 
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directions (an idea reminiscent of the authors' relationship to their subject matter: 
their desire that the presentation of Michel's and Goldman's lives be a starting 
point for their exploration of contemporary questions, not an end in itself). It is 
clear that Louise/Emma works to favor spectacle and sound—the "feminine" 
physical—over narrative style. 
Another important element of the play's profusion is the presentation of the 
main characters as vital forces whose beliefs, desires and experiences exceed the 
boundaries of the categories, "anarchist" and "feminist." The play is as much 
about the characters' love—various kinds of love—as about political attitudes and 
actions (a trait that American critic Donovan might include under "nurturing" as 
part of a "woman's way of seeing"): Louise's admiration of and faithfulness to 
a fellow anarchist, Jules Ferré—along with her ignorance of and seeming aversion 
to sexual relations; allusions in the text to her possible lesbian tendencies; her 
request that the youth who wounded her in an assassination attempt be pardoned; 
Emma's "free love"; and, of course, the love that the two women show for each 
other and for their fellow revolutionaries. The characters also reveal another 
aspect of their diversity: certain contradictions between their ideological positions 
and the practical aspects of their existence. Both compromise themselves to a 
certain degree in order to financially support themselves and their cause. Emma, 
in one scene, attempts to prostitute herself for gun money (although, because she 
is obviously so ill at ease in this role, her potential customer simply donates his 
money); and Louise publishes novels that, according to the script, are artistically 
and politically somewhat questionable. A larger contradiction in the characters, 
between the love that they express for individuals and the fact that cruelty and 
even killing are part of their revolutionary activity, is never discussed, as such, 
by Louise and Emma However, they do debate the amount of violence that each 
sees to be necessary in her work; and the larger issue, the degree to which one 
can rationalize harmful acts in the pursuit of laudable goals, becomes one of the 
important questions of the play. 
The mixing of differing elements, the accepting of that which is "other," is 
thus evident in the play's presentation of two individuals and their often 
dissimilar—as well as internally various—stories. The characters are women 
alike in their fundamental anarchism and feminism and in their love and respect 
for each other; they are different in their individual practice of these "-isms," in 
their country of origin, their era of greatest political activity and in their sexual 
mores. The combination of diverse elements, aspects of the symbolic character 
of Louise/Emma, works in tandem with the play's social components: its 
emphasis upon social context—including sex, class, country, and time period—in 
determining both the divergencies and the resemblances between the two 
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characters, and its encouragement of the audience to bring its own realities into 
dialogue with the play. 
The coming together of the two women, one French and one American, 
mirrors the mingling of symbolic and social aspects of Louise/Emma. The 
simultaneously contestatory and loving relationship of the two characters also 
provides a model for the meeting of those traditions in feminist thought. As I 
mentioned earlier, certain U.S. scholars in the later eighties had begun to show 
an interest in combining the two tendencies. Critics Margaret Romans and Leslie 
Rabine, for example, were informed by both American and French views in their 
readings of literary texts; and the Spring, 1988 issue of the journal Feminist 
Studies, in a consideration of deconstruction and femininst criticism, contained 
articles that began to bridge the gap between the two perspectives.28 But, for the 
most part, interest had shifted to the more materialist approach discussed earlier, 
to the recognition of differences among and within individual women. Charges 
of essentialism were being leveled not only at critics of the French variety but at 
many of the American approach (such as Donovan) for not taking class, race, 
sexual preference and history into account in their choice of texts to treat and in 
their examination of reading and writing processes. (As Gallop has explained in 
Around 1981, this development was the result of challenges by Afro-American 
feminists to the "high Euro-American" feminist canon in academia.) By the later 
eighties, American feminist criticism of various sub-ilks—psychoanalytic, 
deconstructivist, marxist, materialist, etc.—had come to be characterized by 
heightened self-reflexivity. Scholars were interested in identifying and analyzing 
the reader's subject position in relation to the text and to surrounding societal 
discourses, including those which have produced the "category of 'women'." 
These developments provoked another concern: how attention to diversity 
might be balanced with the recognition of women's commonalities. As Nancy 
K. Miller put it at the end of the decade, "[B]etween the indictment of the 
feminist universal as a white fiction brought by women of color and the 
poststructuralist suspicion of a grounded subject, what are the conditions under 
which as feminists one [. . .] can say 'we'?"29 Though most feminist literary 
critics interrogating their (and others') processes of analysis would not have 
claimed a direct link between their work and political action, there was an 
anxiety—sometimes underlying, in other cases overtly expressed—about how 
articulation of difference within the group might negatively affect women's 
possibilities for political agency.30 Critics worked to negotiate between positions 
of identification and diversity among women, as well as to deal with the still-
perceived—and thus still-operant—division between theory and action, academia 
and the "real world."31 Increasingly, critics posited recognition of diversity as a 
source of power in promoting interests of the group as a whole.32 
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The French/American debate in the U.S., then, was largely superseded by 
the discussion of essentialist/ constructionist views through the later 1980's. With 
the nasty word, "essentialist"33 being used to describe American as well as French 
feminist critics, the French were mentioned less frequently, often simply assumed 
to be the worst of the "sinners" in this regard. Ironically, the deconstructivist and 
psychoanalytic thought from which "symbolic" feminists' work had emerged was 
being (or, according to Gallop, had been) absorbed by the academy, including 
scholars in women's studies. 
However, a certain level of debate on the value of French feminist theory 
did continue, with discussion mainly of Irigaray and, to a lesser degree, 
Kristeva.34 In the late eighties and early nineties, Christine Holmlund and 
Margaret Whitford in their writing on Luce Irigaray, and Diane Fuss in 
Essentially Speaking have all worked to rescue Irigaray for feminist "use," 
pointing out ways in which her theory may be connected to social concerns.35 
Holmlund has seen in This Sex Which Is Not One and Speculum of the Other 
Woman reference to lesbian experience, and Whitford regards the scholar's 
philosophical investigation of conflict as helpful in dealing with the tensions 
within feminism. Fuss has refuted accusations of essentialism against Irigaray, 
noting a refusal on the French critic's part to precisely locate, "essentialize" 
woman, woman's body. Most basically, all three writers have seen a connection 
between the symbolic—the unconscious—and the social realms; they thus 
perceive an overall relevance of Irigaray's work to material concerns. These 
scholars have taken a somewhat defensive tone in their writing in an atmosphere 
that has continued—though at an abated pace—to produce criticism of French 
feminists.36 
A number of scholars, though, have neither ignored symbolic feminist theory 
nor continued to discuss its worth; instead, they have incorporated aspects of 
French views into their own critical framework. The journal, differences, begun 
in 1989 as a forum for combining cultural studies with feminism, shows a 
significant degree of eclecticism in critical views, with its contributors quite 
regularly combining aspects of Irigaray's, Cixous's or Kristeva's theory with 
more materialist perspectives. Among scholars who have shown an interest in 
French feminist theory, Irigaray again seems to be the favored critic. Anne 
Herrmann, for example, has worked with elements of Irigaray's thought along 
with Bakhtin's to examine the writing of Virginia Woolf and Christa Wolf.37 In 
the opinion of Karen Newman, it is in particular Irigaray's concept of 
"mimétisme" ("hyperbolic mimicry") that has been "the most congenial import" 
for Anglo-American feminist critics.38 
To some degree, then, the often virulent disagreement between French and 
American feminist critics of the earlier eighties has resolved itself : a greater 
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number of American scholars are working in dialogue with rather than against 
French feminist theory—a possibility indicated by the complementarity of the 
symbolic and social tendencies in Louise/Emma. And, although the acceptance 
of aspects of French thought into American approaches in recent years does not 
constitute a major part of the feminist critical scene as a whole, it is indicative 
of a general spirit of openness in the field.39 This attitude has manifested itself, 
not only in the interest in exploring and combining diverse critical points of view, 
but in the greater inclusiveness evident in the material and questions studied by 
the various disciplines within feminist criticism. Traditional divisions between 
areas of study have become less distinct. (My review of feminist critical 
positions in this article moves in and out of specifically literary criticism 
precisely in accordance with this happening.) As Gallop has noted, feminist 
literary studies have come to include the consideration of gender—of men and 
"masculinities"—and to encompass elements of culture other than literature: 
popular writing, film, and other media.40 And the questioning of interior and 
exterior boundaries opens the way for connections with other concerns (including 
more overtly political ones), for the "construction of empathy" with positions that 
intersect those of feminists.41 
This movement toward openness, the search for animating engagement with 
differing approaches was suggested—in some way prefigured—in Louise/Emma: 
in the involvement of one character with the other, in spite of—or perhaps 
through—their differences in culture and character; and in the presence and 
mutually enlivening relationship of theatrical elements that can be associated with 
both the symbolic and social tendencies in feminist scholarship. The Franco-
American debate of the early and mid eighties was the beginning of a shifting 
configuration of contestation and discussion in feminist theory and criticism in 
the U.S.—discussion in which the French voice has continued to be heard, to 
articulate and prod the U.S. feminist critical scene into examining itself. For the 
more recent concern in feminist writings with differences—including the 
distinction between the present historical moment and those before, as well as 
those to come—emerges in part from the "différence" with which French 
feminists have woven their texts. Louise/Emma/ . . .: one may imagine a 
continuation of the play's title to include other names, from other cultural or 
philosophical points of view, mirroring the increasing possibilities for multiplicity 
among and within individual theoretical perspectives. 
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